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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, October 31, 1956

Of Farm Tennessean II Letter To Editor 1 Adult
Fourth Annual District FFA4H Directors
Invasion Fleets Leave For
Bureau Endorse
Classes
geef Show And Sale Is Monday Highway Bond Issue Receives Fine I
In Preparing Center Of Area Of Hostilities
Meals Planned
Dear Editor:

•

I are a native of Calloway
The Calloway County Farm
County, am a Democrat, coming
Bureau Board of Directors in a
The fourth annual District PTA They
A Tennessean was given a 100 from a family of Democrats
will be weighed in on called meeting October 30, 1956,
By DANIEL F. GILMORE
ultimatum and appealed to the
and 4-H Beef Show and Sale arrival
and after a 3 per cent unanimously adopted a resolu- day suspended jail sentence and an both sides. But. I am decidedUnited Press Staff Correspondent world for support.
will be held at Murray Livestock
shrinkage has been calculated tion endorsing the 100 Million fined $25.00 and costs yesterday j.s, of the opinion that for the
The Anglo - French actiot!
Yard Monday November 5th ac- this
will be the selling weight Dollar Bond Issue. The resolution in
LONDON, Oct. 31 58 —Britain marked the gravest split
Judge
Rayburn's l?est interest of America, we
Waylon
in their
cording to Harvey Ellis who is of the
"A new look in meal preparashould
elect
Eisenhower
for
a
animals.
and France stood firm today in alliance with
County Court, on a hit and run
follows:
the United States
chairman of the show.
tion" is - the title of an adult their
second term.
FFA and 4-H members show - "The Calloway County Farm automobile accident charge.
determination to put troops since itw as forged
to win World
The Kentucky Department of together
My reasons are these. We are homemaking class to be taught into the Suez Canal Zone,
as one division and B0reau Board of Directors recBut War It and keep the peace.
He is Frank Harper of Dover
in the home Economici Deii*iculture is co-sponsor of the each
confronted
with
the
greatest
danmember is limited to ex- ognizing the importance of an who pleaded guilty to leaving the
Prime Minister Sir Anthony Eden
The ultimatum w as served
•.ent which is the last of eight hibit a
partment of Murray Training told
Egypt the way to peace without consultations with Pres.
maximum of two animals. adequate highway system to the scene .of an accident involving ger today in history of America.
shows held in the state that
This danger is the Communistic School.
Breeds will show separately develpoment of
open."
still
"Is
a
colliison
with
Arthur
Buchanident Eisenhower and the twe
Kentucky's agriwill share in the $8,000 premium and
The class if sponsored by the
front. There are nine hundred
a weight division will be cultural,
industrial and economic an, 1513 Sycamore, on Saturday Millions of communist followers State Department of Education
aimed e:e:gh their
money provided by the state made
In a statement to the House Allies went tdi'urgsk
within the breed. Animals resources
night
of
Oct. 21, on the Concord in the world.
'appeals
and realizing the urlegislature. Commissioner of Ag- weighing
and Murray State College. Be- of Commons he refused even plans despite
.e.
one thousand pounds gent need for
highway develop- highway.
riculture Ben J. Butler or his and
More by far than there are ginning Nov. 5, the class will to discuss the whereabouts of for peace.
over constitute the heavy
He was relea.ied and the sen- Christians in the world. There meet each Monday evening from the armada of ships
The two naiterw
ment in Kentucky. do hereby
avieldad_
assistant M. J. Vinson will pre- class
and planes
and those under on thouprovided
VeitifEE
he are more Mohammedans than 7:00 to 8:30. The instructor will that pulled out of Cyprus and twin veto in the
endorse the 100 Million Dollar tence suspended
sent the ribbons. Vinson is a sand
will make up the light
makes restitution to Buchanan there are Christians and they be Mrs. Frank Stoly, specialist Malta bases early today
Bond Issue."
native of Calloway County.
after Tuesday night — Britain for
class. All heifers will show in
Plans were also made at the for damage to his automobile. pate Christianity and would in foods and nutrition. The les- expiration of the Anglo-French the first time — to block an
FFA and 4-H club members one
class disregarding breed and
meeting for attendance at the Harper had been held in county likely join Russia in the world sons to be taught are: "Stretch- ultimatum to Egypt and Israel. American move to order the
An the Purchase area have re- Weight.
'State Farm Bureau meeting in jail since October 23, his 19th war. Now Russia has made .a ing your food dollar", "The A tight censorship screened all withdrawal of Israeli troops from
glitered 109 head of beef for
Judges for the show will be:
Egypt. The strange -action found
birthday.
this year's show. They are as Arlie
Lexington on November 17.
pact with Japan not to fight working wife.and family meals", military movements.
Scott, Murray State Colthe United States paired with
follows: FFA Chapters — Murray
"Family
members
meal
share
Any
other.
the
member
each,
of
event
In
who
desires
to
lege. Ray Hopper. University of
But from Egypt, the semi- Soviet Russia, Soviet Russia
Tr. 7, Kirksey 10, Lynn Grove
responsibilities", "W Is e n
time
join
war.
likely
attend
would
Japan
is
asked
to
call
at
the
Kentucky and Robert Caldwell
4, Cunningham 8. Cayce 2, Reid- of
Russia, India might join Russia guests drop in and company official Mideast News Agency paired with Nationalist China.
Farm Bureau office.
Jackson, Tennessee.
The bitter -fighting between
land 1, Hickman 5, Smithland 3.
meals", "The up to date hostess", reported that the canal - zone
too.
The showmanship contest will
was quiet at noon Egyptian time Israel and Egypt continued even
and Ballard Mem. I. 4-H Countables."
holiday
"Gay
and
Kefauver's
Stevenson's
and
rebe held egain this year. The
as the two big European powers
ties — Calloway 26, Fulton 14, first
A nursery for children of the (5 a.m. EST).
The Business Woman's Federa- cords show they are and have
place showman in the _FFA
TOBACCO CURING NEWS
In Cairo. British embassy of- entered the Middle East cauldron
Carlisle 13, Ballard 6, Hickman
class will be
of
members
the
Corntoward
been,
soft
more
tion
of
Blood
River
Association
and first in the 4-H will be
By UNITED PRESS
avowed purpose of
6 and Graves 1. This number
met at the Benton Baptist Church munistss than the Eisenhower sponsored by the Home Econo- ficials burned documents through with the
presented an aluminum beef catthe night in What was described defending the Suez Canal for
compares with 187 head shown tle
girls.
mics
administration.
last
week
for
their
regular quarshow stick compliments of
Relative average humidity will
year.
There is no charge for en- as "normal precautions any em- the use of all nations.
Eisenhower, I believe, whose
the Calloway County Farm Bu- be higher than usual today and terly meeting.
The exact position of t he
world,
All animals must be in the
rollment
trusted
the
in the class and every bassy would take when any
by
word
is
A covered dish meal 'was servreau. Judges for this contest Thursday in all sections of Kenmilitary action is forthcoming." Israeli armored forces were not
attend.
out
invited
stock yard by 10 a.gi. Monday.
us
keeping
to
nearer
one
is
come
will
will be James Pryor, Agricul- tucky. the U. S. Weather Bureau ed in the basement of the church
known. They were last reported
Clear All Airfields
-event of war,
tural Representative Illinois Cen- Station at Louisville reported, at 6:30. At 7:30 a very inspiring of war and in the
Britain, warned Egyptian civil- "within a few miles" of Suit
handle the
tral Railroad and. Bill Padon. in an advisory to tobacco farm- meeting was held in the audi- knows more about to
ians to stay away from all southern terminus of a 10I-miletorium of the church. Miss Lore situation.
Farm Representative Kentucky ers.
airfields "from now on" until long waterway and an obtfctive
eine
Tarry,
president
of
Utilities Company.
the
FedIn the southwest and south
W.A.Awitt _
Cairo replies to the Angto=rrenen Of toelfiri Aiijdo-Friench milder)
The show will start promptly central reglont humidity Will eratiunr presided over a short
moves.
untimatum.
Training
Murray
Colts
'The
of
business
session
at 12:30 p.m. and sale at 7:00 reacb_a DeS cent_this_at
-Later. the Brifgh- - contro
Lions
handed
the
School
Hazel
Mrs. Eugene Shipley, program
p.m. Paprone planning to attend and range to 100 per cent toCyprus radio was heard in Beira 59-50 defeat 'last night. The
the sale should be seated in night. In the southeastern sec- chairman, introduced t h e misut. Lebanon, announcing that
went
Colts
Shroat
by
John
paced
adieseeremr at 6:90 -p.rn'. to tisik• tetwrifdity will' range—be- slavery speaker. Mrs. Oren'Retsaircraft are jamhinr5
period
score
first
11-9
and
a
Ifids
hear Mr. Richard J. Nolan dis- tween 55 and 65 per cent this inson, nee Miss Martha Boaz, of
Egypt."
night.
for
the
lead
held
the
cuss the Working relations that afternoon, rising to 100 per cent Nigeria.
From the Egyptian-Israeli batThe local Seventh-day AdvenThe Colts upped their advant- tle zone came
takes place between the producer tonight.
conflicting -victory
has made plans for age at the half time 28-20. and
Church
tist
The Calloway County Demo- and packer. Mr. Nolan is AssisThe University of Kentucky
claims.
the
some
harness
of
to
tonight
cratic Women's Co-Chairman to- tant Director, Department of In- Agricultural Extension Service
coasted the remainder of I h e
Israeli announcements said Isenergy of the young people for trip.
day initiated a campaign secure dustry Relations, National Live- advised farmers in the southwest
raeli troops had driven to within
greater women's participation in stock and Meat Board, Chicago. and south central sections
Halloween. The project is enShroat, an aggressive guard. 10 miles of the Suez Canal
to
the election next Tuesday, Nov. He is making a special trip keep barn
titled "A Treat Instead of a tabbed 15 points while Harrell
ventilators closed toin a major victory. A communiThe
New
Concord
Redbirds Trick."
6th.
got 11 points. Suiter and Rodgers que said that Israeli . forces
down from Chicago to attend day and tonight.
were victorious last night when
By JOSEPH W. GRIGG
Mrs. Luck Burt of Lynn Grove, the show and sale and to discuss
people
Young
church
of
the
each.
got
10
Southeastern farmers not plan"virtually
engulfed". Egyptian
Press Staff Correspondent
Caliatvay County Democratic some things concerning both the 'fling to strip this week were they swept over the Cuba Cubs will distribute Church literature
Duncan was high for Hazel. forces in the Bibical Sinai desert. United
VIENNA, Oct. 31 Its —Planes
chairwoman and Mrs. Ruth Pas- producer and packer that could advised to open barns from by a score of 76-49.
which pertains to - bible study. This was the first game of ate
The Israelis also reported the of the Hungarian air force dropThe score itood at 16-11 at the They will ask-rthe people they year
), of Murray. City of Murray be advantageous to both.
mid-morning to mid-afterneon.
for both squads.
capture of an ,Egyptian destroyer
ped leaflets over Budapest today
end of the first stanza and 33-12 call on to spare just two minutes
Democratic Chairwoman today
Murray Training
11 28 47 59 and its crew of 250 men after
threatening to bomb Soviet tanks
at the halftime. Cubs scored on- before they retire, to read the
began a campaign to interest
Hazel
9 20 33 50 an attempted bombardment of
if they do not leave the Hungerwomen in voting and being more
ly one point in the second period paper.
Haifa. Egypt admitted the desMurray Training (59)
active in the forthcoming elecwhen Emerson got a free throw.
Mrs. Kenneth Wright, of the Forwards: Harrell 11, Stiller 10. troyer's loss but said it was ian_capital immediately._
A United Press dispatch from
tion.
It was the only score for Emer- church, said that in this way the
scuttled at command pf its capCenter: Parker 7.
Budapest reported the appearBoth Democratic Chairwomen
son for the night.
young people will be doing someGuards: Rodgers 10. Marshall tain after being damaged in
call 'attention to the prizes being
ance of the Hungarian air force
In the third quarter Cuba ad- thing worthwhile, as they make
6, John Shroat 15, Jerry. Shroat. ovi engagement with four Israeli
offered which are of special
on the side of the rebels soon
ded 14 points while the Redbirds their regular Halloween rounds.
and
ships
aircraft.
Hazel (50)
interest to housewives and mothadded 22, making the score at
Following the distribution of
Dispatches early today from after Joszef Cardinals Mindszenty
Forwards: Curd 10. Taylor.
ers. Both Democratic ChairwomSixteen member; of the county been set up and will get under- the end of three periods 66-26.
the literature, the young people
-Cyprus said British transport returned to. Budapest from eight
Center:
Hampton
11.
will
there
that
hopes
express
41
years of Communist imprisonCoach Hargis ran in the subs will go back to the Wright's
wide Murray Hospital Auxiliary, way this week.
Guards: Duncan 13, Hutson, 10. planes took off from there this
oe more women voting in the organized last year by the MurRegular meeting dates are the In the final period and coasted home for a marshmallow feast.
morning with paratroops—part ment.
Latimer
4,
Johnson
2.
Waters.'
men.
than
election
Tuesday
There were reports Mindszenty
ray Woman:s Club. met in regu- fourth Tuesday in January. April, to a 76-49 victory.
of the massive force built up
Mrs. Burt plans to actively lar session last week at
Four Concord men registered
t h e July. and October. Board meetby France and Britain at height might tie called upon to lead a
of
sections
campaign in rural
hospital with Mrs. Edwin Larson, ings will be the fourth Tuesday high with Buchanan leading with
of the initial Suez crisis last new non -Communist Hungarian
the county within the coming president, presiding.
government — the only public
20, Marr and Stubblefield 18
summer.
in
September.
December.
March,
week and call upon all county
figure of sufficient stature to win
each and Osborn 14 points. Rowamphibious
An
force
of
landand
June.
women to talk to their neighbors
In the introductory remarks,
ing craft and truckloads of the cooperation of the populace
The constitution and be-laws land got 2, and Willoughby 4.
and friends about voting Tues- Mrs. Larson pointed out that
Willoughby
British soldiers left Malta while that turned against the Complayed
a
tremendous
were
adopted
and
read
by Mrs.
day, November 6th.
education, information and servgame
British naval vessels including munist regime.
snatching
31
rebounds
from
Bun
Swann
• of the legislative
Both Chairwomen pointed out ice are the vital aims through
A wave of excitement swept
the boards.
aircraft carriers and a French
that approximately one-half of which the- auxiliary ts working committee.
Budapest when the CommunistHigh man for Cuba was BenGAYLE DOUGLAS, Reporter
The auxiliary has applied for
porter; and Carolyn Terry, Reid- battleship gathered in. the dang
,tie registered voters in t h e for better hospital care for the
controlled radio broadcast news
nett with 24.
area.
land, parliamentarian.
county are women and that people of the county, and that admission to the American HosThe Paducah District of the
of MindszentY's return. But ruInvasion Touches Off Action
The Redbirds played a fine
Gwenda Haile of Central High
women should take more active by setting up the auxiliary, the pital Association which, if acFuture Homemakers of America
driving
he . was seen
The action was touched off mors
School gave the devotion.
cepted,- 'entitles participation in defensive ballgame for the night. held
interest in the campaign and ladies of Calloway County
its Officers Leadership Traare
A symposium "You in the by the Israeli invasion of the through the city could not be
aotivitiest of the National Assoin their elected officials.
ining Conference at Murray High
interested in working with the
Game of Group Work," was led Egyptian Sinai Desert in a bold confirmed by American newsmen
ciation, all directed toward proSchool on Saturday. October 27.
different departments of the hosby Miss Inez Haile, Home Eco- move that carried .the Jewish there.
viding better hospital care for
The goals of this meeting were:
pital to carry out these aims.
army to within shooting distance
Today's appearance of t h e
nomics Teacher of Murray Trathe people of every community.
to train chapter officers and
The minutes of the last meetHungarian air force over Budariling School, with the help of of the Suez Canal.
members in their jobs, to help
ing were read by the secretary,
Bitter fighting broke out in pest was the first confirmation
Annette Palmer and Kay Tucker
Downtown traffic was halted
chapter officers and Members
the sand-swept wastes, man the planes were in rebel hands.
Mrs. Harold Douglas.
of
.Kirksey
High,
temporarily
and
Paula
Blayesterday about 1:30 be better informed about F.H.A..
The Almo PTA wil sponsor a
Future plans and routine busilock and Wilma Boyd of Murray against man and tank against Tuesday leaflets were distributed
p.m. when two ladies became
bake sale on Saturday, Novem- ness were also
and to take care of the business
tank. Egypt's side claimed aerial through the capital but t he y
discussed.
Training School.
involved
in
a
traffic accident of the district organization.
ttr 3 in front of the Belk-Settle
It was decided that the cherry
The National FHA Projetts victories and the Israel radio merely said the air force would
The surplus food commodities in front of Littletons.
Company at 8:00 a.m. Patrons of red smock
Mr.
Zelna
Carter,
Superinauxiliary uniforms
A 1951 Plymouth, whose drivwere presented and explained announced today its navy had -stand to arms" if the Russians
will be distributed Friday. Notendent of Murray City schools,
the schocil are urged to help out. would be used "f o r
volunteer
er was not identified was proby Cherry' Parks, Mary Nell sunk an Egyptian destroyer that did not pull out.
vember 2 in back of Taber's Upand June Foy. President of MurAll products should be at the service in (he hospital.
United Press Correspondent
Myers, - Shirley- Hill, Martha tried to bombard the port of
ceeding west on Main. when
holstery Shop on North Third
ray High FHA Chapter welcomed
sale place by 7:45 am. rn cas
Mrs. Bun Swann was chosen
Russell Jones reported today that
a 1956 Pontiac, driven by Mrs.
Story, Shirley Stone of the Lynn Haifa.
bring
and
pies
Street
two-hundred
way
the
to
and fifty offrom 8:30 to 4:30.
there is no
There were blackouts and air some Soviet forces were still in
as the Volunteer Chairman.
Richard Nesbitt, of Lynn Grove,
Grove Chapter and Sarah Jones
ficers, chapter mothers and adApplications will be taken on
cakes to town, donors are asked
Karl Warming and Mrs. Lucilbacked into its right front fendand Delura Young of the Mur- raid alarms in the big cities Budapest and that partisans were
visers from twenty schools in
the second Monday of ea c h
to contact any of the following le Ross will set up
of Egypt and Israel and full- hunting down the hated
er causing considerable damarge.
ray High Chapter.
training month
AVH—
the Paducah District.
in the jury room of the
before Friday afternoon: Mrs. courses at the hospital
scale Middle East war appeared Hungarian secret
The Nesbitt car had been
police — who
for a court
Reports
on
the
National
FHA
The theme of the meeting
house
certain.
Marshall Brandon, Mrs. John number of
almost
Arab
The
states
,
parked. Several curious spectators was
the services which
"You Can Play Ball with Conference in Chicago were giv- were mobilizing against the tiny have tried to slip away disguised
gam Mrs. D. F. Meriwether, relluire certain
jit
t
as postmen:
amount of skill. 111.1•1111111.1=111.1=11111 milled about the accident and FHA," which was very interest- en by the following delegates:
Jewish state that defeated them
Mrs. Wayne Hardie.
10
traffic on Main Street was slowWarming gave a short talk conThe Hungarian Communist reingly demonstrated by Miss Jane Wilma Boyd, Murray Training; in the 1948 Palestine War.
ed until a wrecker towed the
cerning the auxiliary work, after
gime already had declared "null
Black. Area Supervisor of Home Adell English. North Marshall;
Knows
Suez
Area
Plymiuth away. No charges were Economics and
which Mrs. Ross presented the
and void" all charges against the
FHA. Miss Black June Foy. Murray High; Mary
NICOSIA, Cyprus, Oct. 31 tri
Sir Charles Keightley, commade.
following list of duties as a guide — Allied
was assisted by Mary Allen. Allen, Balard Memorial; a n d mander in chief of Middle East imprisoned primate of the Cathoheadquarters anfor volunteer workers.
Ballard Memorial. and Ray Vance Francis Perry. State Secretary, land forces since 1953. was in lic -Church in Hungary and a
nounced tonight that "an air
Patient contact, make bat h offensive by
Communist broadcast said there
from Murray Training School. overall command
of Heath High School.
bomber aircraft
By UNITED PRESS
of the AngloWilma Boyd from Murray Tra- These officers were accompanied French operation. The 55-year had not been the "slightest legal
under allied command is at
Southwest Kentucky — Cloudy packs, fold linen for use in the
operating room, change water in this moment being
ining School, presided over the to Chicago by Miss Inez Haile, old general was commander of basis" for jailing him.
and cooler today with occasional
launched
flowers, serve as messengers to against military t a rg
, business session and the opening Paducah District FHA Adviser. British forces in the canal zone
eta in
rain. Cooler and clearing late
Egypt."
tonight, Thursday partly cloudy deliver mail, requisitions, and
The Murray Training School and closing ceremonies. Other
Group singing and relaxers when the Anglo-Egyptian agreesupplies, aid in discharging paand cool. High today 60 to 65.
PTA will sponsor a Pie Supper district officers included: Mary were enjoyed by the group as ment terminating the British
tients
Memorial,
.make
Ballard
Allen,
1st
vice
supplies
for
ThursMOSCOW. Oct. 31 ,tf.
the
a %kW tonight 43 to 48. high
Saturday night, October 3, in the
led b.7. Rosie Lancaster. District occupation was saried in 1954.
operating and delivery room, Russia tonight formally con He knows the Suez Canal
day near 60
Little Chapel, starting at seven pres.; June Foy. Murray High. song leader and Charlotte Bryvice
2nd
pres.;
Rogers,
Betty
keep linen, patients clothing and
damned "the aggressive action" o'clock.
area thoroughly.
ant. District recreatidn leader.
Lrynn
secretary;
Grove,
/WA
baby
clothes
mended, get gloves of Britain. France and Israel
Britain and France had • deSome 5-30 a m temperatures:
There will by a beauty contest.
A record total of 211 absentee
English. North Marshall. treaAlmo FHA Chapter made at- manded that Israel and Egypt ballots have been mailed to all
in attacking Egypt. It called
Covington 62, Louisville 59, Pa- ready for surgery, and mend
uglest man and biggest feet conLancaster,
Rosin
surer;
Trigg
tractive name tags for each per- stop fighting and withdraw to parts of the world,
for immediate action by the test. A door
ducah 50, Bowling Green 55, gloves.
announces
prize will also be County High. song leader: CharMrs. Audrey Simmons. mem- United Nations Security Coun- given.
son present
Lexington 81, London 58 and
lines 10 miles back from the the County Court Clerk.
lotte
Mayfield.
Bryant.
recreation
Ma).field and North Mar-hall canal. Israel gave a conditional
bership chairman, announced that cil to halt such "aggression."
Hopkinsville SO.
There
was
no
indication by
Funds from the supper will leader; Joyce Ross.
Reidland his- chapters were in charge of the acceptance pinned on Egypt's local officials
definite plans for the drive have
Evansville, Ind . 57
as to the number
go for the school needs.
torian; Fay Vance, Health, re- "FHA Quiz Game".
answer. Egypt flatly rejected the expected to be returned.

Business Women
Meet In Benton

Colts Win Over

Urge Women
To Vote In
Election •

Hazel Lions 59-50

SDA Young Folks
Give "Treat"

S9viet Tanks
Threatened
From The Air

'Will'

Redbirds Win Over
Cuba 76-49
Here

Duties Of Hospital Auxiliary
Outlined In Meet Last Week

District FHA Conference Is
Held At Murray High School

Accident On Main
Slows Traffic

Ahno PTA Will
Hold Bake Sale

Surplus Food To
Be Distributed

BULLETIN

WEATHER
REPORT

Murray
PTA
To HoldTraining
Pie Supper

211 Absentee Ballots
Mailed By Clerk
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I Today's Sport Parade

JAMES C. WILLIAMS. PURLIEU=
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor.
sr Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the best
Interest of our readers.

Who Can Stop
"-%*"oit Lions
And Cards?

I

By 08CAS flitALEt.
Vaned Prom Sow% wafter

I

WEDNESDAY — OCTOBER 31, 1956

APPARENTLY THE IRON CURTAIN IS NOT ASB
SWEDEN
LATVIA

— Sea
SOURS WARSHIPS
RIPORTIO AT
POLISH POSTS

\,

MOSCOW

UTNUANI:
‘
,„4
.0
NEW BOSS WLADYSLAW GOMULKA,
eieeee•ea.„e
OTHER POLISH LEADERS TO GO
TO MOSCOW TO TALK RELATIONS
/to

— WAHL%)
SONN HOPIS
By EARL WRIGHT
Welton
'TITOISM'
41/1•••••
Warted
Press
Sports
Writer
SEWN
i
Oklahoma over Colorede —
WILL INFECT
Un,ted Press Sports Writer
Who will stop the all-victorious
[AST GERMANY e.1
POLAND
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE W1TM121 CO.,
•
41
NEN\ YORK. Orr 31 go — !Sheer molder.
UNION OF SOVIET
Monroe, Memphis, Tome 250 Park Ave., New York, 307 N. Michigan
Michigan over Iowa—But those Detroit Lions and Chicago Cardi' EAST
WARSAW
SOCIALIST
nals. and can Coach Paul Brown
REPUBLICS
144111
0
t
ate. Chicago: 80 Bolyston St., Boston. •
GERMANY
Fraley's tunics and the weekend I Hawke.,es are hungrly,
IONN j
LAST GERMAN,
football winners — just in case
Michigan State over Wisconsin halt the plunge of his champion
••
CZECH
TROOPS
Entered at the Post Clffice. Sierra,. Kentucky, for tranindistion es you have a few kopeks left.
ere.1,,...
Cleveland Browns?
SLIM MOVING
— To rapid.
WEST
knAll0V
0
Second Class Matter
Those ,,were thc „big questions
TOWARD THE
Game Of The Week
Also: Ohio State over North)
Id POLISH
GERMANY
0 Ise
BORDER
in
thc
National
Football
...
League
Dame---Terry
over
Notre
NaS y
PRAGUE
western, Purdue ever Illinois,
..
tiLTDMISPIRON 111AM: By Carrier in Murray. psi! was& At. yr
given up on the Indiana over Marquette, Missouri toclay as it Finished the first
DELEGATION
HUNGAIUANI HAVE
Wash lie. In Calloway and edit:ening COUTIties, per year Oak Ober Brennan hasn't
i SOVIET
third
Caralak"•••164New• PROPOSED DANUSE
of
its
season
with
•
PRAGUE
`..
fans
ARRIVIES
IN
Irish and this ma" be the week over Nebraska, Kansas over
..I N.f--N-_,..
1'41o4% FEDERATION WITH
where. Out
crowding
the
/
stadiums
to
get
n...../ ••
they get started. But ; Navy has Kansas State, Iowa over Drake
p
/
POLAND, ROMANIA
the answers. Sunday's six games
VIENNA..
-s- N...,.... .'
been coming rapidly and. if and Detroit ov er Cincinnati.
,".`-'4 AND 'FINIGSLAVIA
WEDXESDAY — OCTOBER 31, 1956
drew
238,211
SWITL
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another baseball job or not.
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Princeton over Brown—A runSea
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Also: New Mexico over Brig- NA season, kicked a 17-yard
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him to. bring his pitchers with away.
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Also: Cornell over Columbia, tana State, Wyoming over Utah maining to keep the Lions first
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a ' 4-0 record. His kick gave
CHICAGO ;IP — likarty Marion Mickey Mantle."
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MAP LOCATES the recent significant singes on the apparently non-asbestos Iron Curtain. Biggest
the Lions a 20-17 triumph over
began a 'one year vacation."
news is Warsaw's elevation of a "Taoist" to the Communist party first secretary post, and the riotRutgers. Lehigh over Temple,
The South
the 'San Francisco Forty-Niners
Job Called "Creditable"
expenses paid. today while the
ing in Budapest, which Oared into open revolt and evoked a call for Soviet troops by new premier.
Bucknen over Buffalo and Con-Georgia Tech over Duke—By a before a capacity crowd of 55,662
Sox
Marion's
disgust
with
the
Chicago White Sox embarked
necticut over -Miami.
pair.
at Detroit.
on a search for a new manager, front office began in the last
The Midwest
Maryland over Kentucky—The
Lamar McHan. former Arkan- point total to 60 and his touchBilly Howton of Greenbay conthe
baseball
season
expected to end shortly with week of
Minnesota over Pitt — If they blueplate special.
sas tailback who is coming into downs to 10, both individual tinued to pace the pass collectors
when Vice President Charles D. don't let down.
appointment of Al Lopez.
Tennessee over North Carolina his own in his third campaign highs for the five-week old sea- with a total of 25 receptions.
Marion quit the job Thursday. Comiskey said that his manager
with the Cardinals, fired a 23- son. His four touchdowns in a Howton has gained 598 yards and
—Handily.
but he gave the White Sox an had done a "creditable" job.
Also: Mississippi over LSU, yard scoring pass to Gem n Nagler single game also is a high for scored seven touchdowns. Har-They were not happy with
opportunity to give him a vote
'Georgia over Alabama, Tulane to touch off a 17-point final the current campaign.
lon Hill of the Bears holds the
my work." Marion said. "We
of confidence or fire him.
over Mississippi State. Miami quarter for a 20-6 victor. over
one-game mark in total recepel offered them my resignation all felt that we might have
Casares, a 223 pounder, held tions with nine,
over Florida State, Florida over the Eagles at Philadelphia. The
also set two
with the provision that they won the pennant and we didn't
Auburn. Wake Forest over North Cardinals lead the Eastern Di- first place in rushing for t h e weeks ago.
pay me fur 1957." Marion said. do it. So I resigned. and they
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State.
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-and they accepted."
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His contract extended through
At Washington. the Redskins over 011ie Matson of the Chicago
derbilt over Virginia and W&M
scoring with a total of 51 points.
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first
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game
by
Cardinals
and
Hugh
McElhenny
over VMI.
Norm Van Brocklin of she Los
he had no plans for the future.
downing the, Browns. 20-9. of th eForty
Niners, tied for Angeles Rams
except that he would like to
took over the No.
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Brown and ' his Brownies have second.
1 spot among the punters, and
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over
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—
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gotta
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heavyCHICAGO UP - Lifht
Eddie Brown of the Bears kept
ed that he would et that chance
in sweeping six straight Eastern his No. 1 ranking among the Carl Tassef of the Colts a n dRuby Housden to Mehion Lee weight champion Archie Moore win one soon.
sometime.
Frank Bernardi of the CardinaLt—
titles
but
TCU
over
Division
now
are
in
Baylor—A rufrn.
passers with an average gain of
Margarette Ann Morton. lot. and Floyd Patterson each will reWill Enjoy Vacation
- and
Texas Aggies over Arkansas— the toughest spot of their fabul- 10.83 yards far cash pass thresh. were tied in ptint returns.
ceive about S150,000 for thier
note.
"I want to stay in baseballe:
ous history. Sharing the collar Brown completed 44 of 64 for
Lynn Chandnois of Pittsburgh
Arles Cobb to Elders of Kirk- fight Nov. 30 for the World Murder' at home.
he said. "but" I'm not -going
Rice over Utah — Or I quite with Washington i a 1-3 rec- 704 yards and six touchdowns. led in kick Off returns. with
heavyweight championship, Pres$I.
Christ
acre.
Church
of
eey
to coach and I'm not going to
ord.
• Lamar Mchan of the Cardinals Bobby Dilon of Green Bay
PHONE 1733
mipso
Mrs. R. A. (Dottie) atones to ident Jereses D. Norris of the coA
the
the minor leagues. I've got a
George Manisa. a 29-year old is second.
letesolyiclahne1a.' Aggiee over
International boxing Club esleading interceptor with five.
CtIrletine relWy. I aerie, 31.00.
couple,
__spud- - besinessW
Texas Tech. Temple State over quarterback, .did everything but
Christine and Samuel L. Kel- %treated today.
ano I -like St. Louis. I'm just
Moore, 43, and Patterson. 21, San Diego, West Texas State over Collect tickets at Chicago while
going, to sit there, and enjoy ley to Ariis Cobb. $1.00. 1 acre.
helping the Bears (3-1) hold
Mars and Giles Buchanen to Thursday signed formal contracts Arizona, Texas Western over second place in the Western
my vacation."
Flanli- nSinunons and COP over
Marion said he undersheocleette Miller and Erlene Hopkins. $1.00 for the bout, providing that each
sace with a 58-27 victory over a
fighter get 30 ver cent ef-the net Tulsa.
White Sox would have to pay lot
*es Baltimore Colts. He threw
Orbs Cobb to Roy and Bess gateplus television receipts.
hen his full salary, an untouchdown gasses and
-Prree- ,
_theclesed amount... fore letie
eked seven extra points and
meat to display the tight on tele- ae
•
* 30-yard field goal.
vision with Chicago, Milwaukee,
'Charley Conerly, who is 32,
-1vmpie
and South Bend. Ind, blacked out I
arew touchdown passes to Ken
would be $200,000.
leacAfet and Ales Webster and
"The house is scaled for$471,set up Ben Agajanian's 14-yard
000 with tivkets priced from S5
field goal within three minutes
$30 and we feel it's a very attrac"ad 29 seconds during the second
tive match," Norris said. "Adding 4
eeriod at New York to spark
.LOS
ANGEI
The
the television, we think we will
United States Olympic track and *le Giants to a 38-10 victory
pay off on about a half million field team
served notice to the ever the Pittsburgh Steelers. The
dollars net to the fighters."
ants (3.-1) took undisputed
I world that it will be one of
Norris suggested that a sellout ,i the
e bestt teams ever to represent Second place in the Eastern race,
_crowd would set a_ new indoor :etse_netion in eheOlympie gamete breaking e tie with the Eagles.
fight record for both gate and øt-, The athletes who will repreIt was the same story in
tendance. The present money rec- sent America at Melbourne next the other game as the Green
ord is $422.919 for the Rocks
,month put on a dazzling display Bay Packers postal their biggest
•
Graziano - Ray Robinson bout in in a practice meet at neatby point-total since 1952 while
the same building Auril IS 1952. Ontario, Calif., Saturday, break- whipping the Los Angeles Rams
Norris said the contract for the ing four listed world records at Milwaukee, 42-17. Tobin Rote,
playing his seventh -season as
fight did not contain a clause ; and two American marks.
calling for a return match.
. After the meet, head Coach Packer quarterback, threw three
• Jim Kelly beamed his approval touchdown passes and scored
I and said he was extremely satis- himself on a two-yard plunge.
fied. "We'll have one of the
I greatest track teams in the world
'a represent us at Melbourne,"
oe said.
Although four world records
were surpassed, only one was
a bona fide mark. Other records
; broken Saturday have all been
surpassed earlier this year and
, new marks ere awaiting•-apNEW YORK 114 — Roland I prove'.
Last arza, for mer heavyweight
The new record that went
PHILADELPHIA RP —A fourchallenger, announced his return I into the book was set by the
to the ring today and said he, 1600-meter relay tcam, but it touchdown performance by Rick
1955 CHEVROLET 2-dr.- Yellow and white, spare
Mill hopes to be the first college- was for a distance of one mile. Casares boomed the Chicago
tire- never been on the ground. Yes, really a
educated boxer to win the gold- I The quaetet of Charlie Jenkins, Bears fullback into first place in
beasity!
en crown.
Arnie Sowell. Tom Courtney and the National Football League
1955 FORD 4-dr. Mainline, Radio and heater.
The 'broad-shouldered. black- I Lou Jones sped the distance scoring race to match his posi1955 CHEVROLET 4-dr. Gray and white, V-8, Powhaired New Yorker, who twicelin,3 minutes, 8.6 seconds, cutting tion as the league's leading
,
lost to Rocky Marciano, said.; two-tenths of a second off the ground.
er Glide.
"I'm attempting a comeback at old mark set by another Ameri- t Rampant Rick scored four
1953 PLYMOUTH 4-dr. Good tires and good car.
29 for two reasons. Operations ; can foursome in London four times against the San Francisco
1953 CHEVROLET Bel Aire Hard -Top. Power
to remove chips from both el- years ago.
rorty-Niners Sunday to run his
Glide, radio and heater, white side walls, Gold
_
bows have been successful. and
and Ivory two-tone.
rm just reaching my physical
1953 CHEVROLET 4-dr. Bel-Aire. Gold and Ivory,
maturity new."
Power Glide, power, Steering, white side walls.
Roland. who Went two years
1954 STUDEBAKER 2-dr. 'Radio and heater and
lc City College of New York.
hasn't fought in 20 months — not
overdrive. 2-tone -blue. A good gas saver!
• New fosIfo-flmir..6••
Calrodi Cs-skins Volt
since his upset fifth - round
1953 FORD 2-dr. Fordamatic. New -tires, as clean
Oro., rm.. 2600 roof ir.rdot• wort Is
knockout by Julio Mederos of
ecfuorly •••• 20% festrff mon gosi
as you can find!
• Wm/ern Prosaft•oft•ns
Cuba at Miami. March 2, 1955. ,
1953 FORD
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Standard Oil Agent
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at LAMPKINS

you always get...
* A GOOD CAR
* A GOOD LOW PRICE
* GOOD FRIENDLY SERVICE

We Will Not Be
UNDERSOLD

NEW,DIVIDED

Lastarza

Bears Back
In Top Spot
In Pro Ranks

Return To
The Ring

TOP

*eataltANGE
WAS

$279"

SREC141
$16995

SUEZ USERS ,ADMINISTRATOR

1953

1952
1952
1951

Ranch Wagon. In good condition and
one owner.
t IFFINROLET 2-dr. Two-tone brown. seat covers and. as Solid as Rock.
FORD"4,dr. Blue and Ivory. Oh Yes, this is
the one you've been waiting .for. Is it sharp?
Take a look for yourself.
BUICK 1-dr. Special. Bid on this ode, you can
have it' I'VE HAD IT TOO LONG!
CUEVs --51 FORDS - '51,BLTICKS - '49 & '50
PLYMOUTHS - '49 & '50 FORDS and CHEVs.

ALSO
1951 FORD 8-CYLINDER PICK-UP
KY. TRUCK.
•

LAMPKIN'S
Motor Sales
South Third Street

Phone 5 1 9

•moof coolri•a h•ofs for •ocn af/I.
.ro,of roof Irnoo.Coro
• Moir 0•091f Oven
21' nide -Iro4s
"for Eof 24
kit ood roach food mo.• watily1
• IF•tosod Neel afoilef
rig%t 0, fad,
fetus.. ,ed
Sell IS. datitrovi chaffs*. 0.0.

Machen Eyes
1Jackson Date
PORTLAND. Ore. RP — Un• beaten Eddie Mathen. a lightning
fast puncher from Redding, California eyed ,a tentative date
with Tommy ffrurricane) Jae'sson after his knockout win over
big Johnny Holman here. Wednesday night.
Commenting on his seventh
round kayo of Holman. the sevenlh ranked heavyweight credited his sharp left jab through
the early rounds with the win.
'the fight' was carried to a
nationwide audience by radio
and television over the ABC
network. It was the- first fight
ever beamed nationally from the
Pacific Northwest.

Stewardess, J•403
'91'3 NEW . IT'S TEST.PRINED! (very
C-E range has one of the new weedCoolong un,ts that's faster than gas Tire
2600.watt ant was tested on GE Tab-

NOW
dor
EVERY
• 7 cf RANGE
III S BEAUTIFUL
DECORATOR
NIX-01VMATCM MORS
• Comm Yellar • Trays.* Enna • Peel PIA
• CHO Dm • Illoadlersi Error, • Satre While

ENJOY
DANISII DIPLOMA/ Eyrie()) Bartels fright), new administrator
of 11:e It,tez Canal Users arrioriatkm. and Secretary of State John
Lf11/1”11 confer in 1N4hington. v• bete Builds expitssed hiieZ
fleterriatiorta:).
Egyptian acceptance is impoitant.
eis

Oratones aga,nst the large burner of
earn of four leadin gas stoves. The GI
unit was faster .n tests which included
4 pork chops In an liUlT1,11.1171 skillet Is
addtion,
,,
2 cups 1 smart and 2 quarts
0, witer and a pactiale of frozen peas
were brought iii Do,1 faster every ttme.",
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Censors
Hazard Of
Cole Porter

sighed, "often think my lyrics
Even though it was the drisess
are dirty."
inability to see in time to stop
' "In the theater you can exthat made his speeding seriout."
press
ourself without being
The council, which gets its sta.
considered outrageous but not
tistics off the blackboards of the Monday's complete record folin pictures or television," he
several states, would like to point lows:
said. "Unfortunately with the
out that-in its opinion-there are
changes sometimes my lyrics
Census
30
• By HARMAN W.
- NICHOLS • a number of weaknesses in safety
don't make any sense at all."
New Citizens
1
planning.
United
Press Staff Correspondent
The CBS-TV Cole Porter specPatients admitted from Friday
Take
the
schools.
It Is com- 4:00 P.M. to
tacular, "You're the Top" Oct.
Monday 4:00 P.M.
By ALINE MOSBY
WASHINGTON UP - %he Na- mendable that there are
8, 9:30 p.m. (EDT) will feature
By ALINE MOSSY
driving
Mrs. Joe Wayne Mathis and
United Press Staff Correepondent
tional
Safty
Council
makes
training
a
courses. But they mostly baby
such performers as Louis Arm- United Press Staff Correspondent
boy, 311 W. 14th St., BenHOLLYWOOD an — It was careful breakdown on the cause all are conducted in the light of ton; Mrs. Ogden
HOLLYWOOD 1111 — Cole Por- strong, Dorothy Dandridge, ShirBogard, Rt. 2,
of
fatal
accidents
on
our high- day.
ter, a small bright-eyed man ley Jones, and Gordon Macrae more than seven years with a
Murray; Mrs. Charles Williams
"A driver trained in daylight is
singing Porter tunes, from "Night psychoanalyst, says Wally Cox, ways.
in white trousers and shirt,
and baby boy, 2nd & Chestnut
reLike 37 per cent due to speed- as helpless in night time
IcXed in an armchair in his and Day" to "Begin the Be- that changed him in real life
as a Sts., Murray; Dick Hilburn, Walling room and reflected on a guine." Porter will appear brief- from a Mr. Peepers type to ing; 26 for drniking; 14 for weath- switch hitter facing no-hitter Don nut Ridge, Ark.; Charlie Bramhazard of his musical career: ly at the end of the show, his more of a Hiram Holliday type. er conditions; 14 for obstruction Larsen with blinkers on" one di- lett, 573 Alab. St., Memphis,
TV debut.
Wally on television has always of vision;; 8 for mechanical fail- rector said.
The censors.
Tenn.; Bob Joe Mason 109 Orch"I'm terrified of appearing in appeared so meek that the ques- ure:: and 8 for physical defects of
About 19 percent of all traffic ard Heights, Murray; Miss Debra
As everglan of the composer's
the
public,"
confessed.
he
tion
"Robert
driver.
of
what
he
really
is
like
messes involve rear-end collisions. Hendricks, Rt. 1, Benton; Mrs.
many Broadway hits knows, his
Alton, the producer of the pro- is an intriguing one. This season
This adds up to over 100 per But only five states are
fir*cracker lyrics are often sooffering John Daniel and baby girl, 105
gram, told me the way to face he's discarded the old Mr. Peep- cent for some reason which I the reflective
phisticated and racy. On the
license plates that Orchard Heights, Murray; Carl
public
the
to
is
think
I
ers
love
look
seems
and
can't
headed
fathom. Fact of the matter, can be seen 1,500 to
for
stage they delight customers but
2,000 feet Lovett, 425 South 8th St., Murwhen CBS-TV began to play my audience. He says Judy another resounding success on through, that nobody thought to away. They are, bless 'em, Maine, ray; Mrs. Roscoe Tyree, Rt. 3,
Garland
advice
that
took
and
with
NBC
his "Adventures of pitch in the pitch dark of night. South
its Saturday spectacular on PorDokota, Minnesota, Dela- Benton; Orval H. Crittenden,
Hiram Holliday" (Wednesday 8
The council admits that 56 per ware and Louisiana.
ter's music, the censors debated it's changed her life."
Lynnville; Mrs. Sam Hays, Box
Porter
sounds
and
looks like p.m., EDT).
cent of all fatities occur after
ok each line.
74, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Charles
•
sophisticate
even
an English
Hiram is an owlish proof- the sun sets. But the blackout of
Many Roads Unpaved
Knight and baby boy, 811 Poplar
Actually they took out only
though he was an Indiana farm reader who turns out to be one night is treated merely
Also, of the 3,394,500 miles of St., Benton; C. L. Bourland, Box
as a conone word, 'hell'," Porter said
boy. He lives in an elegant of the smartest, strongest men dition of driving,
roads
in
the
U.S.,
rather than a
with a smile. "And in 'I Get
only 750,000 857, Benton.
home decorated with antiques alive, a fellow who handles lions, cause of
accidents.•Truth is if you are paved. There are 1,200,000
a Kick Out of You' the line
and featuring a photograph of cobras and assorted villains.
miles
can't see you can't fly stratght.
if improved gravel and
'sniff of cocaine' is changed to
Forty six per cent of all night
friend Janet Leigh's baby and
The real Wally gives the im- Beside the point of
'perfumes of Spain' Of course,
course, but other surffaced highways, and collisions between cars ahd trains
mementos of such Broadway hits pression he has become a man
who wants to wind up a statistic? 1,450,000 miles of unimproved dirt happen when a car knocks in.°
there are no perfumes in Spain.
as "Kiss Me Kate" and "Can of decision and action, but, he
"Often I have to change more
The council, ever on the job roads that run to murk in bad the side of a train. Some railCan." By his swimming pool confesses, he was not always
lines. I remember when Ethel
would like to make this point: weather. Most of the poor roads roads, to their credit, now mark
Is a flagpole. He changes the that way.
Merman had to sing a line on
are not marked for night time their coaches with emblems that I
Slight Accidents More Serous
every day.
Used To Be Lazy
TV, 'Even the janitor's wife flag
Not only do far more fatalities driving. No reflective signs, haz- reflect the light from the head"I have flags from every state
"I
went
seven
years
to an
his a perfectly good love life.'
in this country and most coun- analyst in New York," he ex- occur during darkness but, are ars' markers, curve delineators light of a car.
Tile producers called it class
made more serious by darkness. of center lines.
The council worries on. Not '
tries of the world," he said.
plained
in his soft voice. "I
distinction. We changed it to
"For instance," says the coun- In other words, if you don't know a single state, it says, requires a
used to be a slovenly silversmith,
'even my analyst's wife—'.
cil, ''if a crash occurs in which a a curve is ahead, you're apt to test of night vision for a driver's
Oh, I was so lazy.
"I'm working on the movie
To help the Navy's anti-sub"I learned to assert myself. driver was traveling 30 miles an wind up upside down in a corn- license.
version of 'Silk Stockins' now," marine crews, a submarine snorhour in a 25-mile zone, at night, field, maybe badly hurt-or out of
Maybe we need new laws.'
the composer went on, indicating kel, attached to a torpedo-shaped There is a difference between speeding is listed as the
cause•commission for ever
State by state.
some papers in his lap. "MGM hull, has been constructed. Guid- assertiveness and cruelty. I used
sent me a list of words to ed by remote controller by -an to confuse the two. If you
continually bow down before
change. I can't use the word operator on a rigged bicycle
bosom, for example. A woman's seat on the side of the tube, force you wind yourself at a
chest is decent but bosom isn't." it cruises around while Navy disadvantage in all important
areas in life. Why, even in social
and movie producers, he planes attempt to find it.
life you can let somebody bully
you into coming to dinner."
Now Wally is happily married
and a successful TV star. In
real life there are still some
Peeperish toilettes to Wally, howurns
\
ever! When we met for lunch
we wanted to eat by the swimming pool of a small, hotel so
UTNUANIA
he wouldn't have to face the
GINA%
celebrities and autograph hounds
111•141A0/
In the Brown Derby across the
OTTO,
street. For lunch Wally ordered
hot consomme, tea and vanilla
ice cream.
WARSAW
But when a large bumblebee
attacked the table he rose to
SOVIET
POLAND
UNION
the occasion and let the conWEST \VV-GERMANY
somme get cold while he gently
l'/
•
pt•41.4
wooed the bee away. He advised
•••
against striking the insect, and
'
\ CZECHOSLOVAKIA gelp,
%
.44
4
quoted scientific publications for
r0
i
...el
his decision.
Titres Magazine Subscriptions
0
....Z.V".
"..--.4 AUSTRIA ..r.......°'
"The three magazines I sub-f1/4.---..
%,
Itua•••00.._10 Ilf•brv‘en
scribe to are 'Scientific Amer--./..,..,......,L
.0.",•*,•Szook ican', 'The National Georgraphic'
NNY Verdi
and 'Natural History,'" he said.
ITALY
ROMANIA
"But I really am not bookish

Psychoanalyst Breakdown
Changed Life Of Accidents
Of Wally Cox

PAGE TAME

Hospital News

FIGHTING, CRYING OVER HER

COLLEEN MARIE CULLEN, 8, soothes her grandfather, Thomas
Shields, while her mother, Mrs. Dor.ald Cotten, weeps. The scene
is a court in Detroit, where Mrs. Cullen is attempting to recover
her dliughter from her parents. She let them keep Colleen when
Colleen was an infant and she herself had to work. Now she has
remarried and wants Colleen back. (International Soundphoto),
• -
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HUNGARY REVOLT CONTINUES
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.helps -research fight
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ANTI SOVIET NONT1NO was reported still underway In Hungery.
(1), in Budapest and the three other cities shown, with Soviet
troops hurling their might against bands of workers and students.
Where the weapons came from was a mystery. Meanwhile in
Warsaw (2), new party boss Wladyslaw Gomulka told the Poles
that Soviet troops would remain in Poland as long as North Atlantic Treaty Organization bases were In West Germany (3).
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, FIGHT FOR AUTHOR'S ESTATE1
'•

like Peepers. I learned wrestling
when I was a kid. I like a
rougher life than Peepers."
Wally will &olIls own swfmming and motorcycle riding for
the program. as he is accomplished at those sports. Recently
he performed one scene with
a cobra after reading up In
a book how far the snake would
be able to strike.
"I learned to fence for the
show but my partner, the teacher, just works to make me look
good," he said modestly. "I think
Douglas Fairbanks and I should
make a clean breast of it. We
really couldn't fence with anybody who meant business."

•

5.
•
•
4
•

.teaches a crippled boy
how to walk again

The chellenging task of getting
aircraft off and on carriers is
the special mission of the 'Naval
Air Engineering Facility, at Philadelphia, Pa. The first launching
of an F7U-3 at the steam catapult test site resulted in' the
The anti - submarine carrier
at a speed of over 100 miles
an hour in 200 feet.

X

Nat'l Guard First
°Mrs. Alice Ifiltes. ant wthe

Mrs. libisheth MIS, make

•

Adele Barricklow, secretary.

make it big enou

for Al!

Mrs.Seamlaw soma stirs.

HERS All THE ANTAGONISTS In a Los Amadei eourt battle over
• the $272,000 estate left by James Hilton, author of 'Lost Horizon,
0-Good-Sys, Mr. Chips," and other ncrtele His first wife, Mrs.
Alice Hilton, 50, claims a Mindcan divorce from her In 1937 was
not valid and that she is entitled to half the estate. His cousin,
Mrs. Elizabeth Hill, 48, asks that all of Hilton's fortune be
distributed to her, and that a provision of his will which would
give the first wife $500 a month for life be terminated. Others involved are his secretary for 20 yearn, Mrs. Adele Barricklow, and
MI second wife, Mrs. Galina lillton, i0 both Willed 25 per cent
(/*Mrisatioisel Housdphotee)
of the estate

PRIM WOMAN member of the
National Guard, under authorization by Congress to accept
women members as nurses and
medical specialists, is Capt.
Norma Parsons (above), Waterville, Me. She is a nurse staff
member of the 106th Tactical
hospital, Floyd Bennett Field,
(Isternationel)
New York.

GIVE THE UNITED WAY.
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Workers

Class Meets With
Mrs. Jim Bray
The Willing Workers class of
the Memorial Baptist Church met
October 26 in the home of Mrs.
Jim Bray in Orchard Heights,
with ten members present. and
their leader Mrs. Hugh ?dellrath.
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Lewts Gruver. A list of the
new members was read a n d
voted on. Refreshments were
served.
Teh next meeting will be held
November 9 in the home of Mrs.
Ted Barnett.

Club Plows

Activitift

Maw 040-4 or 763 /

14.4111.

SOCIAL CALENDAR

'Joint

1

WEDNESDAY — OCTOBER 31, 1956

THREE YEARS,10,000 MILES

Meeting To

Be Held By The

C. W. F. Circles
Tbareday, November 1
Tuesday. November 6
Groups I. 11, and IV of the
The Jessie Houston Service
Groups I. IL and IV of the
Club of the Wodomen Circle will CUT of nrst Christian Church of the First Christian Church
meet at the home of Miss Ruth will meet in the educational will have a joint meeting in the
Lassiter. 204 East Poplar Street, building of the church at two- educational building of the church
on Tuesday. November 6, at twoat seven-thirty o'clock.
thirty o'clock.
thirty o'clock in the afternoon.
••• s
•
•
•
•
•
Rev Parrish of Memphis, Tenn.,
The Murray High School PTA.
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
grades seven through twelve. s ill the Woman's Association of the the evangelist for the revival
meet in the high ...hoot audi- College Presbyterian Church will at the church, will be the speaker
for the meeting.
torium at seven -thirty o'clock.
meet at the home of Mrs. Mary
All members are urged to
••••
Brown at two o'clock.
attend.
Friday, November 2
•• • •
• • ••
The United Church Women
Murray Assembly No. 19 Orwill meet at the College Presby- der of the Rainbow for
Mrs.
A.
G. Wilson
Girls
••••
terian Church at two o'clock. will meet at the Masonic
Hall , Hostes
3 For Meet
Bring "parcels for peace."
at seven o'clock.
Prof. Auburn il'
ells
••••
AAUW Book Group I
(;uest Speaker For
Monday. November 5
Msr A. G. Wilson opened her
The ottie Moon Circle of the
Alpha Department
Book and Thimble
home on Poplar Street for the I
WMS
of
the
First
Baptist
churca
The Alpha
: the will meet at the
meeting of the Book Group of ,
home of Mrs. Club Has Meet At
Murray Woman's Club • held its
University Women held on Mon- !
Allen McCoy, Sycamore street,
regular meeting at the club house
Lassiter Home
day, October 29, at seven-thirty
at seven-thine' o'clock.
on Satueday. October 27. at twoMrs. Price Lassiter was hostess o'clock in the evening.
thirty o'clock in the afterruxe.
Thursday evening. October 25,
"Secre\ of Hittites" by C. W. j
Prof. Auburn Wells was the
at her home on Vine Street for Ceram was the book reviewed
guest speaker for the meeting.
the meeting of the Book and by Miss Ruby Simpson. She also
His subject was "Economics" reThimble Club.
showed slides of Turkey which
garding the state of Kentucky.
Beautiful arrangements of roses is the locale of the book. The
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Edward
He discussed the rural and scenic
Carroll of Almo Route One are were used throughout the house. slides were taken by Miss Sirnson
values and the econtens it brings
the parents of a son, Mark Ed- A delightful evening was enjoy- in her travels to the country.
to Kentucky with the tourists
Refreshments were served by
ward. weighting eight pounds 13 ed.
coming to the state.
Mrs. Lassiter served delicious the hostess.
ounces. born on Saturday, OctIn charge of the program was
• • • •
obre 20. at the Murray Hospital. Halloween tarts and coffee to
Mrs. Seiburn White who introMrs. Carrot Lassiter, Mrs. Bob
•• • •
Childr
duced the speaker. "Life's buren
'
s Garden
Lonnie S
Barbara Diana is the name Robbins, Mrs
dens bear the IIIPTIMitt in Kenchsoen by Mr. and Mrs. James Mrs. Herman Russ, Mrs. R a y Club Has
Day
tucky" was the theme of the
Spiceland Compton of Model, Buckingham. Mrs. Dewey Jones, Meet
meeting.
Saturday
Mrs.
Boyd
Gilbert,
SYLVIA HUARTE, 33, the Buenos Aires bicyclist who has been on ,
Mrs.
Greene
Tcnn., for their daughter,*weighMrs. G. B. Scutt. chairman Qf
Wilson. Mrs. Lester Farmer, and
a bicycle tour of the U. S. for more than three years, is shown
ing
eight
The
Children'
sounds
Garden
s
101
*
ounces,
Club
the department, presided at the
in San Francisco', having ridden 10,062 miles so far. Next' shes
the hostess.
held an all day meeting on
meeting. Names were tabled.' The born on Frulay. October 19, at
••••
heads for New York, expecting to spend Christmas along about
the Murray Hospital.
October 27, for a special nature
_YINIth program was discussed by
Montreal, Que.
(International Soundpkoto),
study
meeting.
Garden Department •
group.
Mr. as Mis.8-1.11*
7
Presentin
.
* Graves Geug the morning lesson
During the social hour rerin of Murray Route Two are To Meet Thursday
was Bob Thomas, local florist,
The 8,600-ton ice-buster plans
freshments were served by the
the parents of a son, Stephen , The Garden Department of the who gave a most informative
to skirt the outer fringe of
hostesses who were Mrs. Edwin
Murray
Woman's
Club
will
Graves, weighing six posimis 15 1
hold discussion on the study of' plant
pack ice and take up a position
Larson, Miss Cappie Beale, Mrs.
its regular meeting at the club life with the
to serve as picket station for
seed pod.
E. S. Diuguid. Mrs. William ounces, born on Friday, October house on. Thursday
,
November
19, at the Murray Hospital.
The afternoon lesson on bird
the aircraft flying from New
Barker. and Mrs R. H. Hood.
1, at two-thirty o'clock in the study
ft
* •
Zealand to Mc Murdo Sound,
was directed by Mrs. 011ie
•, • • •
afternoon
.
A son. Phillip Ray, Jr., weighAntarctica, as part of "Operation
Brown.ie
n the discussion many of
More than 27.500.000 feet of
Mrs.
011ie
Brown will be the the chi
ing eight pounds 10 ounces, was
Deepfreeze II".
n related facts about
electrical wiring were inetaLled
leader
for the lesson on "Study
born to Mr. and Mrs. Phillip
Deck divisions were busy
bird studythat they had learned
in the USS CANBERRA
(CAG2) Ray Archer of Lynnville eltoute of Dominence, Flower Arrange- about in their scout work.
throughout the day de-Ming six
the Navy's second guided missile
menu in Balance. Scale. and
One no Friday. October-1$to eight inches of—iee--whiels
+- Fifteen ehildi were present
CIIIIFer • I
covered deck fittings and weightthe Murray Hospital.
ranging
in
age
from
six
to
All members are urged to at••.•
ed down the ship.
IN THE ANARCTIC. Oct. 13
taut by the chairman of the de- thirteen. Mrs. Fred Gingles also
"Deepfreeze" is a four-year
Mr. and Mrs.'Robert Emanuel
accompan
ied
the
ghoup
for
the j (Delayed) (FHTNC) — The
pertinent Mrs. E. S. Ferguson.
program supporting scientists who
Rowland of Almo Route 0 n e
day. The club is sponsored by the Navy's icebreaker
1,7USS
•
Glacier
•
•
•
will make earth studies in the
announce the birth of a son,
' Garden Department of the mur- today became the first
ship Antarctica during the InternaRobert Emanuel, Jr..weighing Mrs. Mary Brown
ray Woman's Clfib.
in sailing history to enter ,the
tional Geophysical Year 1957-58.
seven pounds 101,
a •• •
2 ounces, born Hostess For Meet
Ross Sea ice pack this early
on Friday. October 19, at the
in the season. Earliest contact
Mrs. Mary Brown will be hos- Week DI Praye
r is
Murray Hospital.
with the Ross Sea belt was
tess for the meeting of the Jessie
••••
made on Dec. 7, 1912 by the
Ludwick Circle of the Woman's Observed By The
Otis Workman returned to his Association of the College
Kainan Maru. a Japanese ship.
Pres- Hazel W.S.C.S
home near Browns Grove On byterian Church
to be held on
Chief Boatswain Walter E.
Saturday after having been a Tuesday, Novembe
The Woman's Society of Christr 6, at two
Frumeria, USN, of 51352"ranglepatient at the Murray Hospitaf
ian Service of the Hazel Metho- wood Lana,
o'clock in the afternoon.
Jacksonville, Fla..
for eight days.
The program will be given dirt of the Hazel Methodist
•• ••
ob- ''''`erfficer of the Deck at the
with Mrs. Brown in charge. Mrs. served the week of prayer and time the Glacier
entered the
Mr. and Mrs. James Monroe
Charlie Crawford will give the sell denial at th echurch on Tues- , outer pack, described
it as "small
Godsey, College Station, Murray,
day, October 23, at seven o'clock icebergs and floes
devotion.
of brash ice
are the parents of a daughter,
All members are urged to at- in the evening.
(jagged fragments)."
Deborah Lee, weighing eight
Mrs. T. S. Herron, spiritual life
tend.
pounds 10 ounces, born on Thurs•
• •
HEATHER $350.00
leader, was the program chairday, October 18, at the Murray
ran. Those presenting the proAlso $100 to 2475 and
Chief Wang Wan Kuei joined
Hospital_
gram were Mrs. Ann Cohron, the Navy more than 28 years
in platinum $300 to 3450
••••
Mrs. Carl Dickerson, Mrs. Robert ago, and has been a naturalized
Wedding Riifg $12.50
Mr. and Mrs. Wyvan Franklin
Taylor, and Mrs. Claude Ander- "American citizen since 1946, but
Holland of Murray Route Four
son
never set foot in the United
announce the birth of a son,
The meeting was closed with States until this year when he
Paul Edward. weighing nine
TO 3AVE MONEY
the -members kneeling at the was sent to the naval hospital
pounds five ounces. born on
altar and leaving their love at Oakland. California, for treat-Friday, October 19. at the MurOn Your Plumbing
ment. Wang is a Chief Stewart
offering.
E. Side Sq.
Ph. 1934 ray Hospital. The Hollands have
who
has
cooked aoard such
Quiet music was played on the
one daughter. Nancy.
ships as the MINDANAO and
,irgan by Mrs. D. C. Clanton.
flagship
ESTES. At 62, Wang is
• • •
anxious to ship over.
PLUMBING CO.
STRIPPER LOSES CLOTHES still

Personals

All

Icebreaker
Meets Ice
Early

M...\(.' I)

EA E
AND
LAWRENCE.
ARE
Ova
FRIEND
- the
This area has received specific benefits from
interest shown in us by Earle C. cietsents sod
Lawrence W. Wetherby.
During the combined 8 years that-aemenis anti
Wetherby served as Governor, and the years that
Clements has been in the U.S. Senate, thvy haped,
get great projects for our suet.

('

First Pastor

Furches
JEWELRY

Elroy Sykes

liergor

NOW!

•

ends THUR.

11-6-11's Ned lima Denial
surf-ate

the

ROBERT

POWER mook TAYLOR
and
IVES' COBURM
ni d
RARIBVICKE•ASTOR
PRIZE
Eisab;dtiiiiiiLLER
PURL

CHARLES

SIR GEDIK

MARY

NI FRIENDLY SAYS..

THE REV. Margaret E. Towner
(above) Us the world's, first
woman Presbyterian minister,
following her ordination in
the First Presbyterian church,
Syracuse, N. Y. She is a musician, singer and former professional photographer. After ordination she returned to her
post as a religious education
director in Allentown, Pa. She
said she doesn't expect to have
her own church, but will continue to work with youth at
the Allentown Presbyterian
(international)
church.

NEWARK. N. J. t — A blonde
stripteaser complained she lost
har clothes—involuntarily. Grace
Reed told police her wardrobe
was taken horn her apartment
while she was on stage at a
burlesque theater.

Disappeared

TH

White House 'Grocery
1608 W. MAIN

Introducing Their White House
Special!
COFE
lb.

79e

(EVERY BAG GUARANTEED

Also A Wide Selection Of
PLAIN and FANCY POTTERY
Phone 826-W

WILBURN FARRIS. Owner.

2:,4 So. 4th

MURRAY, KY.

Th

PHONE 11Sa

OK
0-1

Nada

115 miles of roads built or improved
in Calloway County, and $1,280,000
on them.
Tobacco growers of Calloway Cowaty
saved $333,362.00 when Benson's 15
1
4
cut was restored by Senator
Clements and
his Democratic Colleagues.
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INC

Aided in bringing the Atomic Energy
Plant, the chemical industry plants and
other industry to this area.
Developed the great state park system on Kentucky Lake, at Kentucky Dam
Village, Kentucky Lake State, Cherokee
State Park.
Improved Pennyrile Forest State
Park, Columbus-Belmont State Park and
Jefferson Davis Memorial.
Secured funds to start construction, on
the great new Barkley Dam on the
Cumberland River near Kuttawa, and flood contvia
l
funds for Clark's River near Kutta
wa,
Field Creek, Bayou du Chien and
Creeks.
Aided in' the promotion of REA
awl
the protection of TVA against the noto,rieDus Dixon-Yates deal.
Fought to secure more federal
for highway construction.
Increased appropriations for
Mum%
State College.
Aided in keeping Outwood H,ospitgl
for Veterans at Dawson Springs in opera.-

tion.

LOANS TO
$300

FRPRIM-11 MINCE

PROJECTS THEY HAVE HELPED TO GET FOR US:

A SEARCH Is on for Robert
Gentilly (shove), who disappeared for the second time
from his Euclid, 0., home and
is believed suffering amnesia.
C.Prithly, 28, a salesman, left
home Oct_ 12, abandoned his
car near Cleveland, was found
by police in Uniontown. Pa.
Ito couldn't remember who he
was or where he lived. Returned home, he disappeared
again Oct 21. He is 6-feet-2,
•f/nternotietta&S •
weigh- 200,
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VOTE FOR
CLEMENTS & WEItilvist
NOVEMBER 6
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UN Projects
Takes Howl
From Holiday

Sc per weed for one day, minimum of.17 words for 50c
— 11c per word for three days. Classified ads are payable In advance.

FOR SAI.F

HELP WANTED

TYPE WRITER, Underw on
MEN WANTED, to do public
standard size, good condition. relations work in
local area.
$35 Call ID 8-9345..
N6C Age 21-55. Must be neatly dressed and own automohile. Complete
Circulating Heater with tan. traihing, given. Salary $75.00 a
Three barrels and enough copper week, or more depending on
pipe for house. See Guy Spann, individual. If you qualify for
Spann Barber Shop. Phone 1233. this position, write P.O. Box
N1C 270 Murray, give full name and
address. State whether employed
at present. If employed state
51 ACRE FARM. 5 miles west
where. Don't miss this opporPuryear. Milk, school bus, mail tunity.
o3lc
route. 8 room house newly decorated inside and out. Basement.
New Water system. Modern bath WANTED EXPERILNCED resfind kitchen. Lots out buildings taurant dinner cook. Apply in
in top repair. New irnees with person at Murray Grill 1413 W.
o3lc
steel post. Farm scales, some Main street.
timber. Everlasting stock water,
Priced to sell quick. ()den Paschall, Purs ear; Phone 94Y. o3lp

•

SERVICES OFFERF-131

FOR REN1
3 ROOM APARTMENT. 414 N
'111 St. Call 2055.
N2C
•
A FIVE ROOM furnislieri. house
Gas heat at 106 South 10th St.
Call 1481-J.
N2P

LOST & FOUND

CARPENTER WORK WANTED.
Building, repair, remodeling, cabinets and etc. Call 544-J, Thomas
N IC
Herndon.

liVANTED to BUY

tory. Devoting 6 hours a week
to business, your end on percentage of collections will net
up to 11400 menthiy, with very
possibilities of taking
good
over full time. Income increasing accordingly. For in'
terview include phone number
In application, write All State
Distributing Co., 505 Fah Ave.,
New York 17, N. Y.

'Between now and All Saints'
Day, some
1,500,000 children
across the land will participate
in a unique fund-raising program which turns tricks into
treats for needy children a I 1
over the world. It is sort of an
"operation piggty - bank," sponsored for the bixtli yeat by the
U. N. International Children's
Emergency Fend, or UNICEF.
This year, some 7,200 communities in the United States,
some of its territories, and in
Canada are staging the kid-size
campaign. lpwns range from
New York (Pop. 8 million) to
Toradium, Kans., Pop. 64).
The money the children raise
— by such methods as ringing
doorbells, sponsoring dances, or
selling cookies — will be spent
for !tale medicine, clothing and
other needs of under-privileged
kids from Korea to Mexico.
Has Grown Rapidly
This new-style Halloween has

We the family of Bryan Spenwish to express our thanks
and, appreciation to every one
who were so kind and thoughtful
at the time of the death of our
dear husband, father anci grandfather. Especially de 444 thank
friends and neighbors for food
and floral offering, the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home and Bro.
Don Kester and Bro. John Pugh
for their consoling words and
for the beautiful songs.
Monuments first class mkerial
May God bless"each of you is
granite and marble, large selec- our
prayer. •
tion styles, sites. Call 85, home
See at Calloway
phone 526
Mrs. Bryan Spencer & Son
Monument Works, Vester Orr,
colsvenei. West Main St., near
N4C
!ege.

100-125 ACRE FARM, good condition, near town, about /
3
4 tillable. Eugene Grimmett, 611 N. FOR YOUR Fuller Brush needs
Poplar St., Paris, Tenn.
NIP call Loie Kelly, 1625 Hamilton.
NIC
?hone 1430.

OMU r2MMq2. WOU
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34— f.oOking condescendingly
36— Brief
37—Bushy clump
38—Price
Z.9—Wins cup
43—Striped animal
I4—Demon
47—Ciletreated
49—Mark left by
wound
So—Woody plant
51—Unit

ACROSS
1—Serene
1—Beast of

burden
e— Brim
13—Appellation of
Athena
13—i/blamed

14—Kind of fabric
ii—Rant
16—Kueices
18—Period of time
19—Cublc meter
30—Female ruff
21—Tardy
23—Knock
25—Buckets
27—Oval-shaped
21—Cutting tool

WANTED

12—Mixture

53—Dispatched
14—Man's
nickname
115—Tu ist

1—Soieitude
3

2

THE &LONDE
MED DANCING

5

4

6

7 I

5—Seoul-precious
stone
6—Indefinite

4

7—Fr l'ghten
8—Pemale cheep
9—Doleful

No Attention
To Whispers
By ALINE MOSBY
United Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD UP -when Dr.
William rschrich hurtles around
racing tiltks in his home - made
sports car, he is too busy cornering and shifing to worry about
what spectat, es are whispering that his Car i. quipped with the
engine from the late Jimmy
Dean's death car.
Like others who own anything
of Dean's, the doctor has been
eyed by mc•-ibers of the "cult"
who worship the dead actor.
They crowd ermine the car
after • the races. Recently "hen
Eschrich ran into' some gravel
and cracked up at the Pomona
races, the Dean fans jabbered.
"jinx" The superstitious cries
grew when Dr. Troy McHenry
was killed in the same race after
borrowing two small parts off
the Wen motor.
But in an interview at the induseria4.•hospllal dustrial hospital
he rt.ns in subrban Burbank. the
doctor scoffed that "all this superstitious reaction is a lot of
baloney."

PAGE FIVE

Interest Not Normal
"The motor had nothing to do
with either accident." he said.
"A machine is a piece of equipment and that's alL
"All this morbid interest by
fans in his belongings is not nor-

SO SWEET
and

tender

to th" taste.
Commuting Convicts Caught

aniuiit

VILA REAL DE SNATO ANTONIO, Portugal (IA — Police
10—Blood
were well acquainted with two
11—Others Ise
burglars they caught ransacking
17—Fresh-wd ter
it
a house here. The two men were
13—Streeta weir.)
Inmates' at—the local jail who
22—Wideaeak•
24—Heaps
confessed performing several
25—Crony (collog.)
burglaries by sneaking out of
26—Fruit drink
IT—Urge on
their cells at night and returning
ss—Small amount
before daybreak.
29—Retatle•

3

e. ..

•

5

by KELLEY ROOS

. 1

28 29 ,So

e
'A ...

e
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•

Doctor Yays

8—Make lawful
4—Girl's name

72—Mature

13—Den

Measuring - Up Parties
Everyone from the local minister's alliance to the women's
club to the City Parks Department sponsors the children's
have - fun-while-fund - raising
projects.
This year, several cities have
planned community - hwide programs, Mrs. Fritsche said. Pittsburgh scheduled "measuring up"
parties. Teenagers attending contribute a penny ofr each inch of
their height. "Lucky the 'boy escorting a tiny girl," said Mrs.
FrItsche.
One year, children in Glasgow,
Mont., combined collecting with
moonlight hayrides and turned
the money in at "weenie roast"
stations. In one Arizona town
this year, cake walk parties are
set, with cakes the teen-aged
girls bake going to the highest
bidders among the boys.
"UNICEF didn't start this program to take vandalism out of
Halloween," Mrs. Fritsche said.
"But we have dozens of letters
from communities showing it has
helped."

4,10

mal. I raced with Jimmy;and I'm
surry he's gone. But I wouldn't
walk across the street to look at
his motor."
Eschrich purchased Deane battered Porsche from an auto salvage company that, in turn, had
purchased it from the Insurance
firm. The doctor paid $1,000 for
the wreck because "it was a terrific bargain - the special motor
alone was worth at least $4,000
new."
The &mature racer spent about
$500 repairing the damaged motor
inside a Lotus body The Lotus he
bought coincidentally turned out
to be the same Lotus Dean had
ordered but later cancelled in
favor of the fatal Porsche.
Uses MG Parts
Eschrich's "Per - Tus", as he
calls it, also has the frame and
ilar wheels from Dean's Porsche,
an MG transmission and a rear
end from an Ausin Healy.

2—Winglike

DOWN

2

0 1980 by William and Audrey Kelley Rood 0 1.04 by Keller Boall
Vries the Dodd. Used &Ce. novel Copyright
Dienrinuted b.c tau Features Syndicate..
CHAPTER 27
ber shop bath. There had been no to get home, set if Steve was
sJENDELL and I took our feminine clothes in the chests of there, pick up a coat and get
IT second drinks into the hitch. ittedWers. No woman would take back to school for my as
en. It %yes gleaming white, oil her clothes, except those few o'clock dance lesson. I asked the
sreeamlined, a cooking labora- things in the closet, on a mere driver to hurry.
Nvcelicrid trip.
tory.
As we pulled around the cornWendell Kipp had no wife.
Cr, I looked back at teis WellingOff it was a tiny breakfast
His wife was only a myth, cre- ton. I caught a glieipse of Wennook with a window overlooking
Wasaington Square. It was en- ated by him to aid and abet his dell Kipp hurrying out of the
. chanting. We stepped across a career as this century's Casa- lobby entranre. He was hatless,
corridor. Wendell opened a door nova. If a babe, having been in- coatless, but he had a coat ,sver
formed by Wendell of his wife, one arm. Mine. But I wasn't so
and beckoned me through it.
still accepted his advances, she cold that I wanted to face Mr.
"This," he said, "is the bedwas a babe who wanted only to Kipp again. I repeated my reroom."
play, and not for keeps. Thus quest to the driver for speed.
I gasped with pleasure. It was Wendell saved himself a lot of
Stew, wasn't at home.
ultra-modern. I'm not a great ad- time and any threat of inconI slipped into my Sunday coat
mirer of the modern, but I ad- venience. Wendell Kipp had se- and back
Into the cab. I'got to.
mired this. The deep, soft rug duction down to a science,
the school in time to rate a nod
begged you to take your shoes
I got going; I had news for of approval from Ledne at I went
off. The sleek, handsome chests Steve.
through the reception room to
of drawers beseeched you to fill
I slipped across the corridor, Studio K.
them. The tremendous, luxurious into the kitchen and through its
I gave a dancing lesson.
bed with its low tables and their service entrance. I walked down
/ said good-by to my pupil.
graceful lamps extended an ir- the stairs to the next floor and Jtiest
as I was about to follow
resistible in'..;.ation to tumble rang for the elevator there. In him
down the corridor to the
into it. I serenceed my eyes the lobby I found the row of phone booths to call Steve again,
away from it.
house phones. I picked one up.
a visitor stepped into my studio.
"WORticr:U1," I murmured.
"Mr. Wendell Kipp, please."
It wasn't a social call. As Jack
snMerely wonder,u1."
He answered immediately.
Walston pounded across the
"And the cicLets," he said.
"Wendell," I said, "c a n you dance floor toward me with that
"Built in, cmtein designe..."
talk now? Or is she with you?" vibrant, jolting walk of his, I
He opened one for see. It was
"What . . . who is this?"
knew that this was strictly busia miracle pf efficieney . . .
"Hester."
ness connected with a murder.
shelves, drawers, cubby holes,
"Hester!"
Young Mr. Walston was grim.
clothes racks, shoe racks. The
come
in,
wife
"I heard your
When he said that he wanted to
closet was almost empty. There Wendell, so I slipped out. I'm in talk to me I had the feeling that
were a fess. dresses in sight, two the lobby. Look, I hope your wife if I didn't co-operate there would
negligees, a few pairs of shoes: didn't
be hell to pay. Then and there,
-What! Nobody came in! My not on any installment plan. I co-.
that wae all. Mrs. Wendell Kipp
must have filled a lot of luggage wife's in Florida!"
operated. Not that I didn't want
for her Florida weekend trip.
"But I'm sure I heard her."
Ito. I did; I was curious.
Wendell took down a negligee,
"Hester, you come back here
Jack's voice had lashed out at
held It up for me to see,
this minute!"
me.
Wendell sae!, "V.ouldn't you be
"No, Wendell, it's spoiled now.
He said, "What's eo fascinatmote comfortable in this . ..? I'll:I'll call you tomorrow."
l ing about me?"
wait for you in the lieing room." I "1 don't believe you. Listen, I "That's what is known as a
He leaned toward me a mo- what goes with you? Who the rhetorical question "
ment, smiling geritiy, then drifted hell are you?"
"'You're so interested in me.
away toward the living room.
"Wendell, your language!"
You go around asking qu,ei.ons
"Wendell," I said.
"You're giving me some kind about me."
He stopped at the doorway and of run-around and I don't like it! ...Oh," I said. "You've been
turncal back.to me.
Lls.ten, damn it, I want to talk talking to Hooray Rose."
I returned his questioning smile ' to you. Wait down there in the
"You follow me all the way
with an answering one. "MY lobby for me ..."
out to Kew Gardens . . ."
purse, it's on, the sofa in the 'iv"All right, dear, I'll wait."
-Did you find the car all
Mg room. Would you mind? My
be right down."
right ?"
."
lipstick.
He hung up; I hung up. I got
"I found it."
"Of course."
out of the Wellington Hotel as
"Did you drive up to New
moment.
He
back
In
a
was
He
1,
fast as I could.
Haven? Is that where you and
It wasn't until I stepped into Dottie are going, to open your
gave me My purse without speaking a word, but his hand, as it the raw wind pouring across roadhouse?
touched mine and lingered, wrote Washington Square that I reaHe didn't answer. He was do•
a book. Then he was gone. I was lized my coat was still folded ing a little thinking. It didn't
neatly on a chair in Wendell seem to get him anywhere. He
alone ... with the negligee.
Quickly, I put it back in the Kipp's foyer. It was an old coat. walked around me in a five-step
closet. Quickly. I looked through but so warm. I wondered If I square. He took a deep breath
•
the closet, 'through the drawers would ever see it again. I won- that heralded our return to
in the chests. I went into the jeered if I would ever see Mr. speaking terms.
"I don't know," he said, "how
bathroom, looked around there. I Kipp again. Then I decided to
spent a frantic moment trying to get a little pleasure out of my the hell you figure in Anita's
figure out a way to prove my wonder hour so I wondered. while murder . . . or any of this. I'm
I was looking for a cab, if I, Con- going to stop even thinking about
hunch.
I went to the telephone On one nie Barton, would ever sec my it. All I want is the tape recordof the bed tables. I spoke softly husband Steve again, and I found ing you have of Anita and me."
have a tape recording?"
to the switchboard girl who an- that definitely worth wondering
"At least you've heard it. You
swered. "Did Mrs. Wendell Kipp about.
Stevc might still be scouting asked Hooray Race about Anita
leave ahy message before she
Ihe neighborhood of the West and me being dancing partners.
eft?"
"Mrs Wendell Kipp? Did you Twent as for Harriet Kroll and I never said a word about that
her drinking companion, Mrs. to anybody but Anita . . . and
say Mrs
that
I-mattered something and eieist: Zeigler; he might have found later to Dottie. I know
j them and be in conference with neither of them would have told
up.
The perplexity in the girl's I them this very moment, or he You about it. So you heard the
Voice had told me that my hunch might have completed his mission iecording."
was . right. No meintnri Ma ever P*Irl be tareeav home.
Jack
:
1 daybed 111.0 a cab at WavWass Nalsion paid bLickmaii.
that sterile kitchen or that bar- ier', Pew.. 1 wuuW just ha

-
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's P

NOTICE

•

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. eh —
One United Nations project is
helping to take the old - time
howl out of Halloween.

cer

L 0 S T: Male setter Mad dog,
MONUMENTS
'hite with lemon spots. Medium
Murrest Marble & Granite Works
Unmarked collar, Liberal
builders of fine memorials for
reward. Ben Grogan, phone
JUST RECEIVED shipment of over half century. Porter White,
Nil' drapery
1820-W.
N3C
and upholstery mill ends. Manager .Phone 121.
ITC
LOST: Purse with keys and bill- Lassiter Cloth Shop.
fold, finder keep money, return
rest. Lost between 11th Street FOR ALL TYPES of heating
and Farmer extended, possibly and metal work call 1756. Haton Poplar. Verde Slaughter, Call chers Tin Shop, College :4Farmi STANDARD Coffee route men
route.
1TP Road.
031P needed for established
1322-R.

.4

By GAY PAULA'?
United Press Staff Correspondent

FOR YOUR INSURANCE needs Truck and expenses furnished.
contact
Wayne
Wilson, State Salary, commission and bonus
Farm Agent, phone 321.
NlIC paid. No experience necessary.
We train you. Married men only,
Singer Sewing machine repreage 25-45. Eighth grade educasentative in Murray. For salts,
tion necessary, with good characservice, repair cont.ct Leon Hall,
ter and good recerd, wanting to
1617 Farmer. Ph. 1622
TFC
make above $75 a week. May
apply, E. W. Milam, National
$400 Monthly Spare Time Hotel, Thursday, Nov. 1. 12:00
to 6:00 p.m., or contact James
Refilling and collecting money
Nash, regular route man.
from our 5e High Grade Nut
N1C
machines in this area. No selling! To qualify for work you
must have a car, references.
CARD OF THANKS
$640 cash secured by inven-

grown rapidly since 1951, when
a young Philadelphia minister,
the Rev. Clyde Allison of Bridesburg Presbyterian Church, collected $18 with a kids' door-bell
campaign.
Mrs. Jeannette Fritsche, deputy
director of UNICEF's U.S. committee ,said the organization expected to collect about $520,000
this year.
The program works this way.
UNICEF for $1 supplies a kitt
which includes armbands. posters and stickers for the children.
The communities do the rest of
the job of turning little pranksters into little Puritans.
Last year, teenagers in Henderson, Ky., held "corn gleanings." High schools okayed a day
off for students who hired out
as harvest hands for one day
and turned their earnings in to
UNICEF.
"Most of the money comes in
pennies and nickels," said Mrs.
Fritsche. "But they add up wonderfully fast."
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(collog.)
30—Before
32—Firedog
35— Speck
36—Rocky hill
31I—Gave up
39—Performs
40—Additional
41—Se be it'
43—Hereditary
factor
45—Principal
46—Pointed Bitch
48— Fon d le
49—Cry

010•111•00.• 10•01••••

This wonderful pearly Country Gentleman white sweet
corn has a special sweetness and flavot possessed
only by corn grown in a small section of mural Illinois.
You can serve it so many ways sod 4iU*Athens
delicious. Serve it hot as it comes from tie á*"..
or, as fritters—chowder—baked—fa a pudding.
Get several cans today. Costs only a few cents a serving.

sils new radio transmitting bouy
developed for the Navy makes
It possible for rescue stations
to receive distress signals within
minutes after a submarine hits
bpttom. Designed for ejection
from a sunken submarine, the
unit can transmit the message,
-SOS, Sub Sunk SOS" over' a
radius of 60 miles.
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By Al Capp
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YO'JEST
MAKE A
DISGUST'N'
SOUND
•

HALF AS
DISGUSTIq
AS TH.

SOUNDS
YOU'RE
KAAKI

014
4
?
"

via
ARM/ set! SLATS

Ow Bambara Van Bares

YR VI

LIKE I SAIO, CHARLIE

THEN 'CU THINK- EVfRYSCOY
WOW IME OFF WHEN THEY
SEE THIS FACE
OF MINE c!

THE

-

FACE DON'T COUNT
AS THE
HEART. TRAYS THE es
SAME, SO WHAT'S
THE BIG
DIFFERENCE"

HALF AS MUCH

AND THERE'S Ott PERSON
IN PARTICULAR THAT'S
KINO 0'ANXIOUS 10 SEE
YOUR FACE-YOU GOT
ANY NOTIONS WHO
THAT COULO SE

I

•

•
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•

•
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Elopement Grief

New.Depth
Charge Is
Sure Death

TIIELXGER & TIMES — MURRAY.
KENTUCKY
•••111M•lo.1••1111MISft

Green Creek Commercial

business are getting actors
to ,
Stop acting, nntuncers to
stop I
announcing and personalities
to
quit personalizing commercials,"
'explained Miss Cashman
today:
"The idea is to let across
Everyone should be feeling
the,
sponsor's message and to tail
better after the rain but it
will
it, not sell it
soon be gone as everything
was
"Actors get very dramatic —
so dry.
some of them try to tear
It has cooled up some but
the
copy apart. Announcers try to
we haven't had any frost
B y WILLIAM EWALD
The
WASHINGTON AR —A (op leaves
talk
at
people
instead
will soon be off and won't United Press Staff Correspondent
of to
Navy admiral confirmed today need to
them
And a personality has
frost.
that the Navy has developte an
NEW
to
learn
to
YORK
i.dapt
4?! — The smokethe product
We went to the sale of our
atomic depth charge that can old friend
puffingest. beer-puttringest, shay- — Betty Furness is a wonderful
and neighbor, Miss
destroy submarines miles from Hattie McClain
example. Her skelton is Betty
ingest. pot-scrubbingest school
in
last Saturday
Jim
the point of explosion.
afternoon and her belongings are this town is run by a dramatic Purness, but her inside filling
will'
is the sponsor."
coach named Betty Cashman,
The new atomic weapon, which gone and the
place has been
thei
It's Miss Cashman's contention
has been. hinted at before by sold, makes us feel
Miss
Cashma
n's
awfully sad
students are
rath
that even the most experienced
Navy officials is called "Lulu." as can't remember any
the
happy
people
who caper
one living
personalities have to have lumps
'Vice Adm. W. V. Davis, Jr., there but Miss Hattie. her
father through the commercials on your ironed
Mrs
out before they're ready
deputy chief of Naval Operations and brother. Edd, but such
TV set.
is
bele
for air, disclosed the existence life.
For the past three years. Miss fur commercials.
Vote
Vaughn Monroe was an exof "Lulu" in an extemporaneous
Was sorry to read of the Cashman and the pupils of her
talk before an aviation writers death of Mrs. Milton Dodd. did six-weeks course have explored perienced musician, but he didn't
Ti
group
not know her but have known such subjects as the filling and . know how to stand and talk
Nov
Alton all tos life and his emptying of beer glases. the for a commercial," said Miss
Ted
Great Killing Range
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Bert Dodd development of toothpaste smiles, Cashman. "And I've had so many
His speech had not been clear- are among our
the application of deodorant pads other pupils with all sorts of
best friends.
ed in advance for security by
Mrs. Flossie Miller and Mrs. and the correct methods for other annoying mannerisms —
facia: tics, buckling knees, hand
the Defense Department, and it Earline Culp helped
JAMES S1RD, 17, Arden, Del.,
Mrs. Lela lighting, holding and breathing
shaking or throats they conand his 16-year-old bride, the
touched off a flurry of hurried Culp gather pears Tuesday
after- the various forms of tobacco.
former Geraldine Hopkinson,
telephone calls between top De- noon. They gathered about
It's Miss Cashman's proud stantly cleared.
six .
Claymont, Del., are shown in
fense and Navy Officials.
claim that some 50 per eget Differen
bushel.
t Requirements Needed
a New York police station, unIn outlining the Navy's antiMr. and Mrs. Dee St. John of the guys and dolls pitching
"Different products have difder questioning in a grocery
submarine warfare capabilities, visited Mr. and Mrs. Huston products at you are
ur
graduates ferent requirements. If a girl
robbery and attempted parkDavis said the Navy also has Miller Sunday as a week ago.
of her educational digging s. Is doing
reit
a toothpaste commercial,
ing lot holdup. Police said the
"Lulu", which, he said, is an
Mr. Stubblefield is about the Among her prize pupils, she she mustn't
on t
show her gums.
couple eloped in a stolen car.
atomic weapon that is very ef- same. He is still confined to his numbers Vaughn Monroe (RCA When
thirs
you smoke a cigaret, you
A parking lot owner said
fective.
Victor),
bed.
Leila
Holiday
Pt
(The Coty blow it away (roan the camera
James fried to rob him at point
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Culp Girl), Lynn Dollar ($64.000 and anybod
Its killing power, he said, is
guar
y else in the comof a Boy Scout knife and that
went
Questio
to
measure
n)
Calvert
d in miles instead of the
and June Graham mercial. When you
His
City Saturday
he shouted "No Buy Scout is
pour beer,
to
(Betty
see
their
yards of the conventional depth
daughter, Mrs. WilFurness' pinchhitter).
gait
you must fill it to the top,
going to scare me, even if it is
charge. Furthermore, he said, the mena Gohene and family.
Points Out Problems •
He
but
not
let
a knife,"
it run over or get
(leternational)
"The main problems in this too foamy.
Mr. Bert Hodges has stripped
weapon can descend to a considyak;
some tobacco the past week,
erable depth.
to
however most people are still
Navy Secretary Charles'
COM
S.
The Navy's first nuclear powThomas hinted at the'atomic
Ir
ered radar_ picket submarine, the
Mrs. Ernest Clanton has been
depth charge last spring when he
Mrs
USS TRITON. is under convisiting her sister-in-law. Mrs.
duct
struction. Its principle mission told a Senate Armed Services Ella Alexander the
past two
dery
will be to scout on the far subcommittee that the Navy had weeks.
t
fringes of the carrier task force a weapon that would "revoluBULL-DOG
met
to give warning of danger _a_p- tionize" anti-submarine warfare.
The rffeet3 TO 25 undervfrater
- ---proaching tsy— Siff. an the surface.
atomic elplosion were tested in
the
or under the sea
"Operation Wigwam", conducted
met
by the Atomic Energy CommisYOU'
•
sion in the Pacific Ocean last
the
An engine endurance record
year.
for Naval vessels was set back
powreful that a ship would have
fres
in 1893 when the USS PHILAhost
DELPHIA traveled 4,975 miles to have a throwing mechanism(
Lan
In 18 days and 18 hours. This to get the depth charge far away
performance meant that not once before it exploded.
In his off-the-cuff remarks,
Bar
had her engines ceased operating
Davis- gave no indication that
during that time.
"Lulu" has gone into operation
By H ARBIAN W. NICHOLS
use with the fleet.
elec
United Press Staff Correspondent
Adm. Arleigh A. Burke menin t
WASHINGTON WI —During a
tioned a new type of depth
the
campaign year, political cartoonborilb"
crui
in a speech at Newport ists get
away with a lot.
News. Va., last Sept. 29. He said
AMMO
- As Rube Goldberg, the
. it would make enemy sidess.,-ts. C...,_-i
nventor-tif Meath pipes and 1
operations "hazardous indeed."
gadgets that used to run water 1,
30111111
It is known that the Navy's
uphill was saying at the kickoff
of the Freedom Fair in nearby
underwater explosions particiArlingtno. Va.:
pated in Operation Wigwam last
"A cartoonist can picture a
tyes
eatr. w
Th
as
e born
a =loded
m in that candidate standing at
a bar ,r
odernized fist-fighting on the corner.
The is
version of the old World War II
Phone 152
candidates' press agent calls you ,
A-bomb used in the 1948 Bikini
Fuel Tanks Available
in the morning and says a libel i
test.
suit is ready to be filed, And
then (he same afternoon, t h e
•
candidate will call and say. "I
REMEMBER Gloria JOAO in the "Our Gang" comedies of yestery
don't know why you did this
ear?
Here
she is, then and now. The "now" shows her in Pittsbui
to me, but can I please have the
gh,
an
exotic dancer billed as Gilda.
(fisternational Soundphotos)
original.'"
About 45 of these cartoonists1
came to our town to open the
"fair." whose main idea is to .
sell "E" and "H" defense bonds. '
They fetched along their props,
black chalk and drawing boards,
and they paid their own way.
Al Capp Chairman
All Capp. who some couple of
decades ago created a character '
known as "L'il Abner." was appointed by President Eisenhower
as chairman of the cartoon committee.
Fellows like Capp. Gus Edson.
Goldberg and the likes of them
•
did a lot to promote the sale of
war bonds during the thing
known as W.W.II.
According to the Treasury Department, holdings of "E" and
"H" bonds at the moment add up
to 39-billion dollars, owned by
40 million folks, who want to
save and get a decent come-back
from their investments.
WHICH GIRL PASSED
This Freedom Fair :thing, with
all sorts of ynilltary exhibits and
THE N.P.• TEST?
hoopla calculate to sell bonds.
ran here to (*Wier 8.
IN WASHINGTON, President Eisenhower tells a gatheri
On the bill are such popular
The poi,setil young roman at the rigen of course You Call t,it t.
ng at the
75th anniversary of the AFL-CIO Carpenters
entertainers as Jeanne Crain,
gl•nc•... and that's why It,. Ninety-Percent Test is so important. Adults
and Joiners union
that
"a people like the Poles, who have once known
Julia Meade, Lou Costello, Bud
judge even children (and children judge each other). by what they
freedom, cansee.
not be for always deprived of their national
Abbott and others. It's Nye that clothes may create sliqMly less than 90°, of the impoltsat
independence and of
a
their
personal
liberty." After listening to speeches by Maurice
Juniors male. bathe test is lust as .,,itsis'iso°
Many Volunteers
Hutcheson, Carpenters president, and AFL-CI
- Tbe Treasury Department has
O President George
Meany.
pointing up U. S. responsibilities at home
AncWieries remember: Because euidsen's clothes become
at least 10,000 active volunteers
and abroad,
se
the
Presiden
grimy so quickly. it's especiely important so har. thari, drycleersei se",
t said, "Either I beiong in their union or
In the current campaign. And
they belong
In
my
party."
lady and often. (This kind of care carries a built-in bonus. In easjibpa
(International Bound photo)
that doesn't take in thousands of
to looking +Teske,, aryclean*d clothes last longer I
•
uncounted bank clerks and executives who encourage depositors
to invest a little something in
freedom. the American style.
Gus Edson. the cartoonist, suggested to the committee that it
might be a. good idea to have
some of the boys from the Iron
Curtain come over and see how,
we run an election. Also, to make -t,
things even get the Russians to •
lift the curtain and have some
of our drawing folks do the same
4
in the Soviet Union.
Capp. by the way, said that
the American drawers would
never, never change their scripts
to go out of their way to phony
up "propaganda cartoons" on the
American way of life. "We like
that kind of life the way it is,
114 NEW TOMS Madison Square Garden, Adial Stevens
so why polish apples?" he said.
on tells a
throng of 20,000 that an international agreement to
Line
drawings, running
curb hydrogen
a
bomb
testa
would
not
weaken
relative
the
straight, honest trail, all of the
strength of the U. S.,
and, "By entering such an agreement we lose none
Phone 243
funny paper men agreed, are the
of our war
South Side of Square
power Ind we gain peace power." Behind him are
his sons (from
best way to tell the story.
left) Borden, Acllai, Jr., and John Fell. (Intcrisational Roundph
otu)
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Polito Halt Auto at Austro-Hungarian Border

I

t

Pr
Gt
A

..:OUR GANG' GIRL SHOWS UP

FIRST AUTO to cross the Hungarian border Into Austria
at this checkpoint since beginning of the
Hungarian revolt is halted by police for examina
tion.
(international Radiophoto)

•

Giving BOTH
our guns away! •

Cartoonists
Aid In Bond
Sales

I
SHELL

-SHELL
FUEL

OIL
Ky. Lake Oil
Company

IKE, MAI ON THE MOVE
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WDF ABOri

PROMOTE

Communist leaders . . . RUSSIAN LEADERS . . . have heartily
approved Adlai Stevenson's hydrogen bomb proposals. They have, in
fact, been seeking that type of proposal from America far several years.
Kentuckians hope the United States will never have a President so naive that he would
give away the STRENGTH which equalizes the military potential of America and that of
the Soviet Union and its mighty, teeming, hordes of slave laborers of vast productionpower and fighting-power.
As president of the United States, as Commander in Chief of the U. S. Armen Forces,
and as a leader for pence and understanding in the free world, President Eisenhower
has made definite proposals to the Soviet Union for discontinuing nuclear experiments
of super bombs. All of these plans were bosed on a positive system of supervised
international inspection.
The safety of our nation should not be in politics Limitation of testing and use of cal
weapons is cleatly a diplomatic problem and cannot be decided by popular vote!
_
Let's talk sense!
•
_
—
In the lost two years Soviet Russia has REJECTED 1 4 specific disormarnent proposals.
Soviet Russia has violated every major treaty and agreement it has entered into in the last
quarter of a century. Arty disarmament agreement not guaranteed by President Eisenhower's
aerial inspection plan would be a "scrap of paper."
The super-bomb is war's greatest deterrent in the world today' Except for the
influence of the H-bomb, Russia would probably be in control of all of Western Europe
.
ff
ot this moment
they ever trick an American President into discontinuing nuclear research, the
Soviet Russians will have won o diplomatic victory fraught with disaster for the United
States and the Free World.

Will Kentucky vote for national suicide on November 6th?
The answer is emphatically NOI

Keep America Strong • • • Keep Americo Safe!
*lett the men who can do most for the
nation and our beloved Kentucky.

VOTE FOR

IWO HOUR SERVICE ON REQUEST.

BOONE'S

LAUNDRY — CLEANERS

so.

__

•

EISENHOWER

NIXON

President

Vice-President

I

COOPER
U. S. Senate

REPUSLICAN STATE CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE

MORTON
U. S. Senate
Nunn, Chairman

Louie I.
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